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cal modelling of LS based on the optical Bloch equations. The shape of the calculated pulse agrees well with the experimental data for slow-and fast-light media [4, 5] . We compare the shapes of the r ieved pulses in slow-and fast-light media and find that they are remarkably similar. This indicates that there is a mon physics of light storage in the two cases and that a m ts presented here may contribute to a better u hotons as carriers of information. Recently broad attention has focussed on 'light storage' (LS), which is the preservation of the information carried by light for controlled later release. Such a possibility was suggested [1] and realized [2] in an atomic medium under conditions of electromagnetically induced transparency (EIT). Storage of light in such a medium was explained based on a model of a mixed light-matter excitation (dark-state polariton), which propagates with very small group velocity.
We report experimental observations of apour obtained under conditions where EIT does not exist and the slow-light dark-state polariton model does not apply.
Ground-state Zeeman coherence in an atomic medium can Fig. 1 . Propagation, storage and retrieval of the sharp-shape signal pulse in the atomic fast-light medium.
e have also carried out numeri W ad either to transmission enhancement (well known EIT) or to absorption enhancement [3] . At Raman resonance in a medium with electromagnetically induced absorption (EIA) dispersion is steep and anomalous. This means that a probe pulse is advanced in time relative to non-resonant light and such an atomic medium could be called a fast-light medium in contrast to a slow-light one, where the probe pulse is delayed.
The expe etr com ore general description of LS is possible.
The resul b atoms in warm vapour cells. A typical distortion of the reso nderstanding of light storage using ground-state Zeeman coherences. Furthermore, this could result in a reconsideration of the concept of the dark-state polariton and the development of new schemes and methods for efficient control of light pulses in atomic media. REFERENCES n a dc background) during propagation in the fast-light medium is shown on the left-side of Fig. 1 . The transmission is higher at the front edge of the pulse, and decreases with time. Such distortion is consistent with the observed advance for smooth (Gaussian) pulses. After the dark interval the retrieved pulse, which is a sharp increase of the light intensity well above the background is detected by the signal photodiode. This does not occur for non-resonant light and does not exist without the signal pulse having been present. The shape of this atomic response is asymmetric with a slow decay that can be fitted well by an exponential function. A similar atomic response also occurs without the initial preparation of the atomic medium by the background. Absence of this preparation does not affect the essence of the effect, but the relative amplitude of the retrieved pulse is smaller.
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